Frequently Asked Questions

**Question: Do I need to carry an Electrician ID Card?**
Yes. At every job site there must be an electrical qualified individual with an ID Card.

**Question: Will my current Clark County ID Card still be valid and recognized with ESP?**
Yes, if it was issued within the last three years. ID cards are valid for a three-year period.

**Question: How do I apply for a new Nevada Electrical Qualification Card?**
After passing the ICC National exam, apply to ESP at this web address: [http://electricalsafetypro.org/](http://electricalsafetypro.org/)

**Question: How do I renew my Electrician ID Card?**
Obtain CEUs through approved CEU providers and then complete the renewal requirements. Go to ESP at this web address: [http://electricalsafetypro.org/](http://electricalsafetypro.org/) and download the ID Card Renewal Application. Submit the application, proof of required CEUs and the appropriate fees.

**Question: If my ID card is expired, can I renew it?**
Yes, an ID card can be renewed within one year of the date of expiration. Obtain the CEUs required for the renewal and submit the application. The regular renewal fee is required in addition to a reinstatement fee. If your ID Card has been expired for more than one year, you must once again take the exam and have a passing score to obtain a new card.

**Question: Where can I get the education and obtain CEUs needed?**
Attend classes and offerings from approved providers listed on the ESP website: [http://electricalsafetypro.org/](http://electricalsafetypro.org/)

**Question: Is it necessary to convert an old master or journeyman card to the new issued card?**
Yes. As with many agencies that regulate the electrical industry throughout the United States, Clark County implemented a continuing education requirement for electricians. Under the old process, the cards had no expiration date and data was not maintained for individual card holders. The newer cards contain a picture of the card holder, which was a procedure implemented to prevent fraud by those who had not proven their qualifications through obtaining their own card.

**Question: I have a Nevada Contractors License. Why do I need a Master or Journeyman card in Southern Nevada?**
The state of Nevada does not regulate supervision on the job site or the installation of an electrical system. The requirement for a qualified individual on the job site to supervise the work is required per Section 22.02.260 of the Clark County Building Administrative Code. In some instances, the license holder lives in other states and never sees the work being installed. The Southern Nevada card is not a contractor’s license; it is a qualification card and is intended to provide a competent level of supervision at the job site.

**Question: Can I convert my Experior or National Assessments card to a new qualifications card without taking a test?**
No. The ability to convert Experior or National Assessments cards to the previous ICC card without testing terminated on January 1, 2010.